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Abstract: Character shaping and theatrical costume design complement each other in theatrical performance. Character shaping requires consideration of the character's background, personality traits, and goals, and showcases the character's characteristics through techniques such as dialogue, body language, and psychological description. Dramatic costume design should reflect the personality of the characters, conform to the theatrical style and historical background, and reflect the development of the characters in the plot. By selecting appropriate materials, colors, and designing clothing styles, as well as cleverly matching accessories, theatrical costumes can enhance the effect of character shaping. The interaction between characters and clothing is reflected in clothing strengthening character characteristics, assisting in expressing character emotions, and creating a suitable plot atmosphere. By integrating character shaping with theatrical costume design, the connotation of characters can be better interpreted, and the overall expressive power of drama can be enhanced.
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1. Introduction

Character shaping and theatrical costume design are crucial in theatrical performance. Character shaping involves the background, personality, and goals of a character, showcasing its depth and complexity through dialogue, body language, and psychological description. At the same time, theatrical costume design aims to reflect the personality and characteristics of characters, conform to the theatrical style and historical background, and showcase the changes and developments of characters in the plot. The fusion of the two can enhance the authenticity and sensibility of the characters, making the drama more attractive and infectious. By exploring the interaction between character shaping and theatrical costume design, we can gain a deeper understanding of the diversity and complexity of theatrical art.

2. Character Shaping

Character development is an important part of creating credible and engaging characters in drama, movies, and television works. Successful character development can enhance the audience's immersion and empathy, further enhancing the overall quality of the work. The following are the basic principles and artistic techniques for character shaping.

2.1. The Basic Principles of Character Shaping

2.1.1. The Background and Personality Traits of the Character

The background and personality traits of a character are fundamental to creating a character. The identity and life journey of a character are influenced by various factors such as their place of birth, family situation, education, work, and social position. The character's personality traits encompass their behavioral habits, values, mentality, and unique personality. These elements shape the character's various expressions in different backgrounds, helping the audience understand the reasons and intentions behind their actions.

2.1.2. The Role and Development of Characters in the Plot

The role and development of a character in the plot determine their position and growth in the story. The characters in the story have their own roles, leading actors, supporting supporting role, and troublemakers. They have their own responsibilities and pursuits on the story line. Their goals are clear and their tasks are diverse. The evolution of roles involves their growth trajectory, transformation process, and behavior adjustment in the story line. This evolution tends to gradually emerge with the depth of the story. After various experiences and tests, the roles make the characters more plump and multi-dimensional.

2.1.3. The Goals and Motivations of the Character

The goals and motivations of a character are the driving force behind their actions. The goals pursued by a character are the results they desire to achieve. Whether driven by internal desires or external factors, the character's desires and driving forces are often closely related to the main theme and events of the plot. Clear direction and driving forces make the character's actions more reasonable and predictable, making them easier for the audience to understand and accept.

2.2. Artistic Techniques for Character Shaping

2.2.1. Dialogue and Body Language

In role-playing, dialogue and body language are two indispensable elements. Through interactive communication, characters are able to showcase their own thoughts, emotions, and goals, and communicate with other characters. The inner world and emotional fluctuations of a character are expressed through the intonation, speed, and content of verbal communication. Body language encompasses character styling, facial expressions, behavior, and more. These silent forms of interaction can enhance the effectiveness of verbal communication, revealing the inner world and stance of characters.

2.2.2. Psychological Description and Action

By depicting the inner activities and behavior of characters, their psychological state can be revealed at a deeper level. The
inner play of characters can showcase their inner struggles and thought processes through techniques such as self talk, past reviews, and daydreaming. Behavioral behavior encompasses the choices and responses of characters in various scenarios. These behaviors can showcase the character's beliefs, pursuits, and traits, while presenting the audience with the character's inner richness and outer authenticity.

2.2.3. Stage Performance and Character Interaction
In drama creation, the specific portrayal of characters and the display techniques in front of the screen are key elements in constructing character images. Stage performance involves the actor's presentation form on stage, such as movement, behavior, and communication. The interaction between roles refers to their connections and information exchange. The interaction and communication between characters enable the audience to deeply explore their personality and inner drive. The interaction and controversy between characters are key to advancing the plot, as they enhance the tension and attractiveness of the play.

In summary, character shaping is a multi-level and multidimensional process. By comprehensively considering the background, personality, goals, and motivations of the characters, and using artistic techniques such as dialogue, body language, psychological description, and stage performance, creators can create realistic, vivid, and infectious characters. These characters not only attract the audience's attention, but also evoke resonance and reflection, becoming important factors in the success of the work.

3. Dramatic Costume Design

3.1. The Basic Principles of Theatrical Costume Design

3.1.1. Expressing the Personality and Characteristics of a Character
The primary task of theatrical costume design is to express the personality and characteristics of the characters. Each character has a unique identity, background, and personality, and clothing design should reflect the characteristics of the character by selecting appropriate styles, colors, and materials. For example, serious and authoritative characters may wear simple and dark clothing, while lively and enthusiastic characters may wear bright and gorgeous clothing. Though clothing, the audience can intuitively understand the identity and personality of the character.

3.1.2. Unification with Theatrical Style and Historical Background
Dramatic costume design must be consistent with the style and historical background of the entire drama. The theatrical style determines the overall atmosphere and design direction of clothing. For example, clothing design in classical drama should follow traditional styles and materials, while modern drama may emphasize innovation and diversity more. At the same time, historical background is also an important reference for design, such as the clothing in ancient historical dramas should conform to the characteristics of the time, reflecting the authenticity and credibility of history.

3.1.3. Reflect the Changes and Developments of Characters in the Plot
Dramatic costume design should also reflect the changes and developments of characters in the plot. The experiences and growth of characters in the plot may lead to changes in clothing styles and colors. For example, the transformation of a character from ordinary to noble can be reflected through changes in clothing, from simple and plain clothing to more exquisite and gorgeous attire. Through this approach, clothing design can further emphasize the developmental trajectory of characters in the story.

3.2. The Artistic Techniques of Dramatic Costume Design

3.2.1. Selection of Materials and Colors
Materials and colors play an important role in conveying emotions and shaping character characteristics in theatrical costume design. Designers can create different atmospheres and highlight the identity and personality traits of characters by selecting different materials and colors. For example, in a play depicting the 18th century French court, the female protagonist is a noblewoman. The designer chose to use soft and smooth silk and velvet materials to create a gorgeous long dress, with symbolic colors of deep purple and gold. These materials and color combinations reflect the nobility and elegance of the female protagonist. The dress is also adorned with gold thread embroidery and gorgeous jewelry decorations to strengthen her status and identity. In this specific example, the designer showcased the luxurious lifestyle of the female protagonist by using high-end silk priced around $100 per yard. The length of the long skirt reaches the ground and has an elegant tail, emphasizing her identity and temperament. This design not only conforms to the background and identity of the characters, but also presents a typical image of 18th century French court aristocrats to the audience. Through the selection of materials and colors, the designer successfully shaped the overall image of this character.

3.2.2. Design of Clothing Structure and Style
The design of clothing structure and style should be adjusted according to the identity, gender, and characteristics of the characters to ensure that their presentation on stage conforms to the character's background and meets the performance needs of the actors. Characters in traditional plays may need to follow specific costume styles. For example, in a drama set against the backdrop of an ancient Chinese court, the emperor's costume should use a loose robe and layered sleeves, reflecting nobility and authority. Specifically, this type of costume may be made of satin, paired with gold embroidery, with a predominantly deep red or yellow color scheme. These colors symbolize imperial power, and the exaggerated cuffs and hem also reflect grandeur and reverence. In modern drama, characters may require more freedom in design, such as in a contemporary urban drama, where a designer can design a fashionable professional suit for the female lead. The set adopts tight fitting cutting, with simple and clear lines, and the color selection is in business tones such as black and dark blue. The design of this structure not only conforms to the professional female image of the character, but also facilitates the actor's smooth movement and expression on stage. Designers use this modern clothing structure to shape the capable and professional image of the female lead.

3.2.3. Matching and Application of Accessories
Accessories play a crucial role in theatrical costume design, further enriching the character's image and personality. Designers enhance character characteristics and overall clothing effects by cleverly selecting and matching
accessories such as hats, jewelry, belts, shoes, etc. For example, in a play about the Victorian era, a designer can pair the female lead with a delicate top hat decorated with feathers and lace. This accessory not only conforms to the fashion trends of that era, but also reflects the status and elegance of the female lead. In addition, in a drama that depicts a detective story, the designer can pair the male protagonist with a pair of vintage glasses and a woolen hat. These accessories not only conform to the character's shrewd and meticulous personality, but also enhance the character's sense of mystery and wisdom. These small details, through the use of accessories, not only add depth to the character, but also leave a deeper impression on the audience. By cleverly using accessories, designers can make the character's image more rich and three-dimensional, increasing the expressive power of the drama.

4. The Integration of Character Shaping and Dramatic Costume Design

4.1. The Interaction between Characters and Fashion Design

4.1.1. How to Strengthen Character Characteristics in Clothing

The key to creating a character's image lies in the careful conception of clothing, which is a key way to highlight their personality traits. Designers can highlight the character's characteristics, background, and social hierarchy by selecting appropriate clothing appearance, color tone, and texture. When playing a dignified and imposing role, it is advisable to choose clothing with deep colors and well-designed cuts to showcase an unquestionable aura; Those energetic and cheerful characters often wear brightly colored and fast-paced costumes, creating a joyful mood. The exquisite embellishments of clothing, such as various decorations and pattern designs, can more clearly highlight the personality characteristics of the character. With the help of carefully woven clothing language, the character images on stage are vividly and profoundly depicted on paper.

4.1.2. How Character Shaping Affects Fashion Design

The portrayal of characters directly determines the creation of theatrical costumes, and there is a close connection between the two. Creative workers need to carefully conceive clothing design blueprints based on character stories, personality traits, and plot trends. In the process of a character's gradual transformation in the story, their attire also shows a corresponding transformation, from simple to complex, from ordinary to brilliant, or from bright to dull. The unique style of the character will guide the designer in selecting suitable materials and tones. The shaping of characters and the design of clothing complement each other to create a three-dimensional and full character image, bringing an immersive character perception to the audience.

4.2. Expressing Character Emotions and Storyline

4.2.1. The Coordination of Clothing and Character Emotions

The character's attire should fit their inner feelings, so that every step on stage appears particularly sincere and moving. Designers can cleverly showcase the deep emotional state of characters by selecting appropriate colors and materials. When a character experiences negative emotions, such as depression or nervousness, they can choose to dress in dim or dull tones to showcase their low mood; When a character is in a happy or hopeful state, bright and vibrant colors can create a positive environment. The costumes of the characters complement their inner emotions, significantly enhancing the emotional resonance of the audience and enhancing the impact of their emotional expression.

4.2.2. The Influence of Clothing on the Plot and Atmosphere

The shaping of the plot and atmosphere is deeply influenced by clothing design. Designers use the color tones, materials, and unique design styles of clothing to create various atmosphere scenarios. In suspenseful and tense storylines, dark clothing helps to enhance the tension of the play; In comical dramas, colorful and fast-paced costumes help create a joyful atmosphere. Clothing is a powerful tool for creating a specific background, for example, by using classical or modern clothing styles, it can create a historical or modern atmosphere. Designers can play a significant role in promoting the plot and creating an atmosphere through the careful combination of clothing.

5. Summary

Character shaping and theatrical costume design are inseparable in theatrical performance. By integrating the character's background and goals, and designing costumes that match the theatrical style and historical background, drama can better showcase the character's personality and development. Clothing enhances character characteristics, helps to express emotions and storylines, and enhances the overall dramatic effect. The close integration of character shaping and theatrical costume design makes the drama more realistic and artistic, providing the audience with a richer viewing experience.
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